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chiru invasion z is a first person point and click adventure game about a boy named alex who finds that his village is being overrun by a gigantic alien dinosaur monster called the chiru invasion. help alex defeat the chiru invasion, save his village and find his missing sister. * dialogues are in japanese language only. after the chickens have taken over, you must fly the ship to the planets to save the world. but don't worry. you will be protected by your weapons and a space helmet. in a mission,
there are 6 wave of chickens, each is more difficult than the previous one. the game is very simple and easy to play. collect the power-ups to increase your spaceship's firepower. join the battle to save the world, you're the only hope left. in a mission, there are 6 wave of chickens, each is more difficult than the previous one. the game is very simple and easy to play. collect the power-ups to increase your spaceship's firepower. you are a brave, super hero chicken and you are going to save the

world. you'll take on increasingly difficult waves of chickens and asteroids that threaten to destroy earth. you can face the task alone or play with a friend as you face the chicken menace. the game is very simple and easy to play. collect the power-ups to increase your spaceship's firepower. kill the chickens! they are invading the planet earth. you are a brave, super hero chicken and you are going to save the world. you'll take on increasingly difficult waves of chickens and asteroids that threaten
to destroy earth. you can face the task alone or play with a friend as you face the chicken menace. the game is very simple and easy to play. collect the power-ups to increase your spaceship's firepower.
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